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Surface Vibrations of Large Water Clusters by He Atom Scattering
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The low energy intermolecular vibrational modes of water clusters for the average sizen  110 have
been measured by high resolution inelastic helium atom scattering. The water clusters are gener
adiabatic expansions through conical nozzles. By accompanying quantum and classical calculatio
excited mode at 5.0 meV has been identified as O? ?O? ?O bending motion between adjacent hydroge
bonds, involving 3-coordinated water molecules on the amorphous cluster surface. Experimen
different sizes show that the frequency and thus the force constant of this mode increase for
cluster sizes. [S0031-9007(98)05739-1]

PACS numbers: 36.40.Sx, 34.50.Dy, 68.35.Ja
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Weakly bonded clusters have been a focus of inten
interest during the past few years. One of the major o
jectives is to understand how the particles evolve as
function of size towards condensed phase behavior. T
evolution of particle properties is influenced strongly b
the large surface-to-bulk ratio, and therefore experimen
tools sensitive specifically to the cluster surface properti
are of interest. A unique tool of this kind has been deve
oped in our laboratory, which probes surface vibrations b
inelastic energy exchange with He atoms scattered fro
the particles [1]. In fact, we were able to demonstrate th
in helium atom - argon cluster collisions surface mode
were predominantly excited [2]. One can distinguish be
tween single phonon and multiphonon excitation [3] us
ing the measured angular dependence, in conjunction w
calculations. Here the method is applied to the inves
gation of vibrational surface properties of water particle
Water clusters are of particular interest because of the i
portance of water in terrestrial phenomena, and becau
of the role of icy particles in atmospheric and extraterre
trial physics and chemistry. Electron diffraction studies o
sH2Odn up to sizes of several hundred molecules demo
strated a noncrystalline structure [4], while spectroscop
studies of ice nanocrystal surfaces and surface-adsorb
systems showed persistence of amorphous surface str
ture to larger sizes, for which the particle interior is crys
talline [5]. Thus, past studies indicate the properties
small ice particles that are quite distinct from those o
bulk ice, and surface properties that are distinct from th
interior. The present study focuses on these aspects
cluster behavior, for low energy, hydrogen bond vibratio
frequencies.

For bulk hexagonal ice these modes have been me
sured by neutron scattering. In the range from 2 t
40 meV the peaks are attributed to the hindered inte
molecular motion and interpreted as acoustical (7.1 me
and optical (28.4 and 37.9 meV) modes [6], the splittin
0031-9007y98y80(13)y2821(4)$15.00
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between the latter ones still being a subject of controver
[6,7]. The modes near 7.1 meV have also been interpre
as O? ?O? ?O bending between adjacent hydrogen bon
[8], while the higher frequency modes have been assign
to hydrogen bond stretching [6,8]. For clusters, extensi
calculations are available for some selected small spec
[9,10]. Here we present the first measurements of w
ter clusters for the average size ofn  110. We concen-
trate on the excitation of the low energy vibrational mode
which are detected by time-of-flight (TOF) analysis of th
scattered helium atom. By comparison of the data w
calculations of the density of states and their excitatio
probability in helium collisions, we were able to identify
unambiguously the type of cluster excitations.

The experiments have been carried out in a cross
molecular beam machine which is described in det
elsewhere [11]. The helium atom and thesH2Odn cluster
beam are generated in separated, differentially pump
source chambers and intersect each other under90± in
the scattering chamber. The angular dependence of
scattered intensity is measured by rotating the sou
assembly around the scattering center, while the detec
unit, consisting of an electron impact ionizer combine
with a quadrupole mass filter and a secondary electr
multiplier, is kept fixed. The velocity of the scattere
helium atoms is measured by time-of-flight analysis usin
a pseudorandom chopper, located between the scatte
center and the detector, with a flight path of 450 mm.

The helium atom beam is produced by expansion
the gas under high stagnation pressure of 15 bars thro
a small orifice with a diameter of30 mm at a source
temperature ofT0  77 K. Under these conditions the
relative width of the velocity distribution isDyyy 
0.017 which leads to the energy resolution between 2 a
4 meV at a collision energy of about 62.5 meV. Th
sH2Odn-cluster beam is generated by expansion of wa
vapor at 10 bars through a conical nozzle with a diame
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2821
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of 70 mm, an opening angle of35± and 2 mm length
at a temperature ofT  621 K. The beam contains
a distribution of cluster sizes, which we have analyze
using a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer
which the sH2Odn clusters are ionized by single photon
ionization after they have been doped by one sodium at
[12]. The measured sizes follow a log-normal distributio
with an average cluster size ofn  110 and about the
same half-width.

The information on the vibrational excitation is directly
obtained from the time-of-flight spectra measured at d
ferent laboratory (lab) scattering anglesQ. A typical ex-
ample of such a measurement at the collision energy
E  62.5 meV is shown in Fig. 1. The three selected la
angles11±, 15±, and20± are close to the minima of the to-
tal differential cross section curve which contains contr
butions of the scattered clusters and remaining monome
This observable is dominated by the diffraction oscilla
tions of scattered monomers, and near their minima
expect the largest contributions from the clusters [2].
contrast to the results obtained for argon [2] and amm
nia [13] clusters, the spectra exhibit three well-resolve
peaks. In order to assign these peaks, we first calcul
the corresponding energy transfer. From the measu
primary and target beam velocities and the transform
tion from the center-of-mass to the laboratory system, t
velocities of the scattered helium atoms are calculated

FIG. 1. Measured time-of-flight spectra for water clusters
the averaged size ofn  110 taken at three different laboratory
angles. The position of elastically scattered monomerssmd
and clustersscd and inelastically scattered monomersfmsidg
are indicated by arrows. The lines (solid line: sum; dotte
line: single contributions) are calculated inelastic cross sectio
of He 1 sH2Od90 collisions as are shown in Fig. 2(b). The
numbers indicate the energy transfer in meV of the pea
below.
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the different energy transfersDE. The first peak is close
to where we expect the elastic scattering of monomerssmd
and clustersscd, as indicated by the arrows. The possib
inelastic contributions then appear with increasing ener
loss. Here we have marked the peaks by the correspo
ing loss in meV. We essentially observe two addition
features, a middle peak with an average energy loss
about 5 meV, nearly independent of the deflection ang
and a peak at larger energy transfers which varies fro
14 to 22 meV with increasing deflection angle. Since th
latter peak is also present at deflection angles which
dominated by monomer scattering, we attribute it to i
elastic monomer scattering and concentrate on the mid
peak as the cluster contribution.

In order to substantiate this picture we have carrie
out computer simulations of this system. Up to now
such calculations have only been performed for th
scattering of He from Arn clusters [3,14]. The results
clearly demonstrated that quasiclassical trajectories
not sufficient to describe correctly the energy transf
of single phonon excitations. On the other hand, th
quantum mechanical treatment of such a high dimensio
coupled system requires approximations. Here we ha
chosen an approach which is closely related to t
semiclassical forced oscillator model [15].

The complete procedure for the scattering calculati
involves three steps: (i) The generation of a wat
cluster in the measured size range, heren  90, (ii) the
calculation of the vibrational frequency distribution, an
(iii) the calculation of the differential scattering cros
section for the excitation of single quanta in collision
with helium.

We will discuss these steps separately. The calculatio
employed an approximately spherical water cluster mod
of 90 molecules that was prepared by “cutting” a sphe
from the cubic ice structure, annealing it at 150 K, an
cooling it down to 80 K by molecular dynamics (MD)
The resulting cluster is amorphous. The water potent
employed in all the calculations wasTIPS2[16]. The clas-
sical MD does not provide a good description of inelast
phonon excitation, which is essentially a quantum
mechanical process. The reason is that in classi
mechanics any amount of energy can be transferr
to any vibrational mode, while in quantum mechanic
energy transfer occurs in discrete quanta. To acco
for that fact we proceeded as follows. First, the norm
mode analysis was carried out at the cluster minimu
Then, classical trajectories were calculated for a He ato
colliding at random with the cluster in its minimum con
figuration. For the atom-cluster interaction a pair additiv
Lennard-Jones He-H2O potential was used [17]. The
excitation probabilityPj,0 !1 of each normal modej from
the ground statey  0 to the first excited statey  1
was calculated using time dependent perturbation theo
The perturbation was assumed linear in the normal mo
displacement and calculated from the classical trajecto
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[18], giving

Pj,0!1 
1

2h̄v

É X
i

Fisvjdaij

É2
. (1)

Fisvd is the Fourier transform of the perturbation andaij

are the transformation matrix elements from the Cartes
O-atom displacements to normal coordinates. We get
differential cross sections by summing over contribution
from normal mode excitations by trajectories which lea
into different deflection angles.

A typical result of such a calculation is shown in th
upper parts of Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) exhibits the frequen
distribution based on the normal mode analysis. We s
mainly two peaks centered at about 5 to 10 meV and
to 35 meV. Figure 2(b) displays a histogram of phono
energies that were excited in collisions with helium at th
energy of 65 meV and a deflection angle of17.5±, in the
center-of-mass (c.m.) system. The results are very sim
up to c.m. deflection angles of about50±. In all cases,

FIG. 2. (a) Distribution of cluster frequencies, obtained from
normal mode analysis. (b) A histogram of phonon energi
excited in collisions with helium at the energy of 65 meV
and a deflection angle of17.5±, in the center-of-mass system
(c) Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function for th
hydrogen bond stretch O? ?O (dashed line), and for the
bending between adjacent hydrogen bonds O? ?O? ?O (solid
line), obtained from a classical trajectory simulation of th
cluster, and averaged over all cluster molecules. (d) So
line: Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function fo
O? ?O? ?O bending; the middle O atom belongs to a molecu
that was approached most closely by He in one of the collisi
trajectories. Dashed line: contribution to the spectrum fro
DAA molecules. Dotted line: contribution from DDA.
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only the lowest energy part of the frequency distributio
is excited.

Now we compare these results directly with the me
surements. For that purpose the calculated double d
ferential cross sections are transformed into time-of-flig
spectra. In this procedure the averaging processes of
apparatus are properly taken into account. The expe
mental resolution function is calculated in a Monte Car
procedure using the measured width of the velocity d
tributions, the angular divergences of the two interse
ing beams, the finite dimension of the scattering volum
the detector, and the resolution of the TOF analyzer [1
Based on this function, which also contains the transfo
mation from the center-of-mass to the laboratory syste
we calculate directly the TOF spectra. The results a
shown in Fig. 1 as the solid lines. The dotted lines in
dicate the single contributions of the excited modes f
every 2 meV interval. The middle peak of the spectru
is well reproduced for all three lab angles. Thus we co
clude that this peak is caused by the excitation of the lo
energy vibrations of the clusters.

Having explained the meaning of the first and seco
peaks, we are left with the explanation of the thir
peak which exhibits, in contrast to the second one,
variable energy transfer as a function of the angle. T
explanation that this peak is caused by multiphono
excitation of the clusters is quite improbable. Te
calculations show that the angular range investigat
here is too small for an appreciable amount of overto
excitations. In addition, it should lead to a consta
excitation as a function of angle, as does the excitati
of the fundamental. However, quasiclassical trajecto
simulations of He1 H2O monomer collisions, employing
a realistic ab initio potential surface [20], give indeed
inelastic contributions which peak as a function of th
deflection angle at the values markedmsid in Fig. 1 by
arrows. The general trend of this excitation is qui
well reproduced. Past studies suggest that the class
treatment of atom-molecule collisions is reasonable f
rotationally inelastic transitions at energies well above t
excitation threshold [21]. The discrepancies left in th
absolute position might be a consequence of inaccurac
in the potential or in the classical treatment.

We now focus on the assignment of cluster motions th
are excited by the collisions with the He atoms. Fro
comparison of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) it is seen that collisio
excite preferentially the low frequency part of the firs
peak in the density of frequencies. To assign this pea
calculations were carried out in classical trajectories f
the cluster, followed by an evaluation of frequency spec
for different types of molecular motions. Specifically
the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function wa
calculated for the hydrogen bond stretch O? ?O and for
the bending motion between adjacent hydrogen bon
O? ?O? ?O. Figure 2(c) shows the spectra, averaged ov
all of the hydrogen bonds in the cluster. In accordan
2823
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with the suggestion of [8], the first peak in the frequenc
spectrum is contributed predominantly by the O? ?O? ?O
bending. More relevant to the excitation by collisions
the bending spectrum for those water molecules whi
were hit by He atoms during the trajectories. Figure 2(
shows the spectrum of the O? ?O? ?O bending angles,
such that the middle O atom belongs to a molecu
which was approached most closely by He in one
the collision trajectories. While the overall shape of th
surface bending spectrum is similar to the “all cluster” on
shown in Fig. 2(c), its two major contributions originat
from 3-coordinated water molecules that are characteris
of the clustersurface. One should note at this point tha
more than half of the cluster molecules are 4-coordinate
while most of the molecules hit by the impinging He
atoms are 3-coordinated; this result is not surprisin
considering that 3-coordinated molecules tend to protru
from the surface. The 3-coordinated molecules come
two varieties: (a) double proton donor, single accept
(DDA); and (b) single donor, double acceptor (DAA)
It is seen in Fig. 2(d) that the DDA spectrum peaks
5 meV. The DAA spectrum peaks at 10 meV, but ha
a substantial wing at 5 meV as well. Comparison
the excitation spectrum in Fig. 2(c) with the frequenc
spectra in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d) shows that collisions exc
preferentially the lower frequency part of the bendin
spectrum, near 5 meV, in accordance with the experime
The preference for the lower frequency bending modes
caused by the factor1yv in Eq. (1).

We conclude that the peak at 5.0 meV, which is me
sured in the experiment, is essentially caused by collisio
excitation of the bending motion of 3-coordinated surfac
water molecules. Interestingly, the measured peak f
quency remains about the same down ton  20. At even
smaller sizes at aboutn  10, the spectrum broadens an
contains energies between 4 and 6 meV. At larger siz
n  200, the peak excitation frequency increases slight
to 5.5 meV. This value is still somewhat lower than th
peak frequency of 5.9 meV, measured recently by He sc
tering from the crystalline ice surface [22]. The lower clus
ter value is consistent with the amorphous surface struct
expected for water clusters in this size range [4,5]. Th
we have for this low energy bending mode a hierarchy
frequencies and correlated force constants which start w
7.1 meV of 4-coordinated bulk ice, go over to 5.9 me
for 3-coordinated surface molecules of crystalline ice, a
end with 5.0 meV for 3-coordinated surface molecules
amorphous clusters betweenn  20 and100. This result
is in contrast to the findings for Arn clusters for which the
energy of the lowest frequency mode, identified as colle
2824
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tive breathing motion, decreases with increasing size [1]
Obviously, the water molecules behave differently, and the
result suggests that in smaller clusters the strain in the hy
drogen bond network reduces the effective bending forc
constant.
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